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• A pirate attacks and robs ships at sea.  

• They may steal the cargo or the whole ship, or hold the crew and    

passengers for  ransom. 

• Did Pirates really wear eye patches? Yes!!! Sailors were hurt frequently, 

particularly in fights.  

• Did pirates bury their treasure? Because they had stolen their money, 

pirates could not use banks like normal people did. Legend has it that 

they often buried their treasure, but it’s more likely that they spent it 

all on having fun! 

• From the 1500s Spanish galleons (very huge ships) carrying treasure 

  back to Spain from America were often  

 attacked by pirates.  

•  In the 1650s, most pirates 

  moved to a new hideout in  

  Jamaica, called Port Royal.  

•  Ching-Chi-Ling was a great 

  pirate leader in the South  

 China Seas. He had a fleet of 

 more than 1000 ships.  

• Steam power was 

 the end for most      

pirates. The navy built 

steam ships which could 

travel much faster than 

the old sailing ships, and the  

pirates could not escape!! 



• The two of the 

most feared 

pirates were the Barbarossa 

brothers. Barba Rossa means 

"Red beard" in Italian. Another 

one was Bartholomew Roberts 

known as 

Black Bart. 

 

• The most terrifying pirate on the high seas was 

 Edward Teach known as Blackbeard! His ship 

 was called Queen Anne’s Revenge. After many 

 years of chaos and mayhem, in 1718, he was 

 eventually defeated in a sword fight by naval 

 officer Robert Maynard. 

 

• There were women pirates 

 too!  Some of them were 

 MaryRead, Anne Bonny, 

 Grace O'Malley, and 

 Ching Shih. 



The Captain 

Is the person that would run the ship. He 

would give each member of the crew a      

specific task to do on board the ship and    

ensure that they carried it out to the best of 

their ability.  

 

The Quarter Master 

This person was the ship’s second in command. He took over the running of the 

ship when the Captain was away tending to business. He helped maintain order 

on the ship such as settling fights among the crew and distributed  supplies to 

the crew.  

 

The Sailing Master 

This person was in charge of plotting the course for the ship and navigating it 

through charted and uncharted waters.  

 

The Boatswain 

This person was in charge of the ship’s daily maintenance and supply stores. 

 

The Master Gunner 

This person was in charge of all the ship’s weapons and ammunition. For        

example: sifting the gun powder to ensure it remained dry or making sure that 

the cannons were kept rust free and in good working order.  

 

Riggers 

These persons were in charge of the ship’s sails and rigging. They would be the 

ones to put the sails up or down and to do the rigging at the sides of the ship.  

 

Sailors 

These would be the sailors that worked aboard the ship. They all had specific 

tasks such as working in the kitchen or helping the Master Gunner or the    

Quarter Master.   



What you’ll need:  

• Empty milk carton 

• 1 toilet paper tube  

• 1 Egg carton 

• 1 drinking straws 

• Scissors (round tip) 

• Stapler 

• Hole Punch 

• Tape 

• Markers/Crayons 

• Pencil 

• Play dough 

• Paints / Coloured Paper 

    

How to do it:     

• Cut the top off the milk carton (as shown above) or just a section of it (as shown  

below).  

• Cut 2 big blobs of play dough and place them in the middle and back of the ship.  

• Cut toilet paper tubes so you can open them flat. Design and decorate the sails. 

• Punch one hole at the top of your sail and one at the bottom.  

• Push drinking straws through both holes.  

• Make a Crow’s Nest! Use scissors to cut off 1 egg cup from the egg carton so it looks 

like a little bowl. Poke the bottom of the bowl to make a small hole. Place it on top 

of your sail. 

• Poke the drinking straws through the play dough until you reach the bottom of the 

carton. Make sure you have enough dough for the 

straws to stay upright and stable. If need be add 

more dough to the bottom. 

• Decorate the hull of the ship with paint or cut 

 out shapes of coloured paper to glue on.  

• You can make add flags or pirate designs and 

 attach them to   

 either the ship or 

 the sails. 



Build a Pirate Gal-

leon for each lodge. 

All you will need is 

all sorts of cardboard boxes, loads of tape, 

colours, paints and any unwanted    

household items that you can recycle.  

 

There is no defined design that you should 

follow, just use your imagination. Below 

are a few designs to give you a kick start.  

 

Pirates Ahoyyyyy!!! 



After building your Pirate Galleons it is now time to put them to good use.  

 

Place the galleons one in front of the other and supply the Colony with balls 

made out of either material or paper.  

 

At the sound of the whistle, each galleon crew ‘fires’ its cannon balls towards 

the opposing galleon crew. 

 

The crew with the least cannon balls on their side of the room wins.  



What you’ll need: 
• 2 small boxes with lids 

• Craft knife and Round tip Scissors 

• Black paint and Paintbrush  

• Template cut outs 

• Scissors  

• Pencil 

• Red marker  

• Gold coloured pen   

• Cardboard paper  

• Ruler  

• Glue stick  

• Paper hole puncher  

• Brass paper fastener 

 

How to do it: 

• Remove lids from the boxes and set them aside to use for the    

compass case. Discard one of the boxes and use the other to make 

the inner face of the compass. An easy way to do it is to set the  

bottom of the box inside the lid, as shown, trace along the edge of the lid and cut the box 

along the line.  

• Paint the outside of the trimmed box and one of the lids black.  

• Paint the second cover inside and out to serve as the top of the compass case. 

• While the paint dries, print the templates on white cardboard and cut out them out.   

• Centre the smaller circle atop the cardboard circle and trace 

 around it with red marker.  

• Next, use ruler and marker to divide the cardboard circle 

 into eight wedges.  

• Use a gold pen to colour compass needle, box hinge, 

 outline edges and tops of the compass face and case.  

• Glue circle onto compass face. Then use the craft knife to 

 make a small slit through the centre of the circle and  the  

 underlying cardboard.  

• Punch a hole through the centre of the compass needle and 

 insert the paper fastener through the compass face. Spread 

 the fastener ends on the underside of the cardboard keeping 

 them loose enough for the needle to spin.  

• Insert the compass face into the case bottom and then set the 

       case top in  place.  

• Glue the paper hinge to the back of the case, as shown. 



compass needle 

outer compass face 

inner compass face 



• A spyglass - or handheld 

telescope—is an object used by sailors to   

magnify the view. When one magnifies it means 

that he/she is making something look bigger and      

possibly even nearer than it really is.  

 

• The spyglass was kept handy on one's person to view   

anything that was far away.  

 

• A spyglass is typically composed of a                                                  

metallic or wooden cylindrical casing.  

 

•  The casing of the spyglass contains the lenses that magnify 

the images from distances that may be hard to see the na-

ked eye.  

 

• Pirates often used a spyglass to spot land 

 or an incoming ship in the  distance.  

 

• Every Pirate Captain had 

his very own spyglass. 

  

• Some spy glasses came with their 

own wooden box or leather pouch. 



http://dragonsnbottlecaps.wordpress.com/ 



Jolly Roger was the name given to the flag used by  

pirates in the old days.  

 

The most commonly used one was the one with a black background 

and white skull and crossbones like 

the one above.  

It was designed to be scary.  

 

Not all pirates had the same flag 

though. 





• Cut strips from the  

ornate edges of a paper 

doily. 

• Glue them onto a cut 

out of a big belt buckle.  

• Colour the paper doily 

with a gold coloured 

marker. 

• Cut a long strip of 

black cardboard paper. 

It has to be long enough 

to go round your waist.  

• Attach the buckle to 

one end of the belt.  
 

• Cut the template below from black 

cardboard. 

• Colour it or decorate them with   

pirate designs. 

• Cut a slit onto each side of the 

patch. 

• Thread ribbon strips through the 

slits at the sides. 



A Pirate would not be a Pirate without his 

distinguishing hat! So let’s make one! 

 

What you’ll need: 

• Printing paper 

• Cardboard paper 

• Glue 

• Scissors 

• Instructions:  

 

How to do it:  

 

• Print the pirate hat onto print-

ing paper.  

• Glue it to cardboard paper and 

cut out.  This will make the hat 

more sturdy. 

• Cut a long strip of cardboard 

paper that is long enough to go 

round the Beavers’ heads. 

• Glue the cut-out hat onto the 

middle of the long strip. 

• When dry, clip the edges of the 

strip. 

 

Voila!! Your pirate hat is ready!! 





Captain Hook was known for his fearsome 

hook. Here’s how to make your own hook.  

 

What you’ll need:  

• Disposable cup 

• Cardboard 

• Scissors or Craft Knife 

• Aluminum Foil 

• Black paint 

• Paint Brush 

• Silver Marker 

How to do it:  

• Cut a hook out of the cardboard 

• Take the disposable cup and make a slit at the bottom wide enough for 

the end of handle part of the hook to go through.  

• Paint over the disposable cup with black paint. 

• Leave to dry thoroughly. 

• Wrap the hook in         

 aluminum foil. 

• Slide the hook’s    

 handle through the 

 bottom of the cup. 

• Decorate the cup using the 

 silver marker with pirate 

 drawings.  

 



One of the coins mainly used by Pirates was 

called a doubloon. They were mostly made out 

of silver and gold.  
 

What you’ll need: 
• Plastic sheets or thick cardboard 

• Liquid white glue 

• Black marker 

• Gold and Silver paint 

• Black shoe polish 

 

How to do it: 
• Draw circles for the coin shapes.  

• Draw shapes on the circles.  

• Then using liquid white glue, draw over the designs 

you drew with the marker. This will create a raised 

effect.  

• Leave to dry thoroughly, then paint front and back 

with either gold or silver paint.  

• Finally, 'age' your treasure by rubbing on a little 

black ink or shoe polish and buffing.  

 

 

 

 



Pirates used maps to find their buried 

treasures.  

 

Why not try your hand at making your 

own treasure map.  

 

Locations indicated could 

be real ones such as your 

Scout Headquarters, your 

church, grocer, sweet 

shop, shopping mall, etc. 

 

X marks the spot   

meaning X marks the 

place of the treasure.  

 

You choose what to 

mark as a treasure and 

where to place it.  



Pirates always 

carry their Rum 

bottle along with 

them. Most of the bottles were covered in rope to have a better grip. Try 

your hand at making your own ‘Rum’ bottle.  

 

What you’ll need:  
 

• Different sized bottles 

• Rope in different  colours 

• Liquid white glue 

• Paint brush 

• Scissors 

• Iced tea 

 

How to do it:  

 
• Paint liquid white glue all over the 

 bottle 

• Wind the rope around the bottle until 

 you cover it all. 

• Decorate.  

• Fill your bottle with Iced Tea.  

 

 

 

 

Tip:  

Next time you hold a pirate themed 

activity you may take this bottle with 

you to complete your pirate costume! 



What you’ll need: 

• 110grams unsalted butter, sof-

tened 

• 100grams caster sugar 

• 1 medium egg 

• 1/2 table spoon vanilla  extract 

• 250grams plain flour 

• 1/4 table spoon bicarbonate of 

soda 

• 1/4 table spoon baking powder 

• 1/4 table spoon salt 

• Cling Film (Stretch and Seal 

Film) 

• Coloured Icing Pens 

 

How to do it:  

• Beat the butter, sugar, eggs and vanilla until fully combined  

• Mix in the flour, baking powder, salt and bicarbonate of soda until fully com-

bined.  

• Cover the bowl with cling film and chill in the fridge for 2 hours. 

• Preheat the oven to 180C fan assisted. 

• On a lightly floured surface, roll out the combined mixture to 1cm thick and 

cut out the shapes. 

• Grease and lightly flour a 

baking sheet.  

• Place the cookies on the 

tray, 1 inch apart and 

bake for 5 minutes, until 

the edges just  begin to 

turn brown.  

• Cool on a wire rack.  

• Decorate with coloured 

icing pens. 



• Print the template and stick it on a cardboard paper 

• Cut the mask out and cut the eyes too 

• Colour the mask in 

• Punch two holes on the sides and tie elastic string 



Turn normal food 

into a funky         

experience !!! 

 

A normal sausage can 

be turned into an Octopuss. A croissant will easily look like a crab with a few 

additions. Coloured peppers will transform into a sea monster when you cut 

it into pieces. 

 

Note to Beaver Leaders:  

Such an activity will help 

the children to transform 

lunch into a fun activity 

and can be used to promote 

healthy eating.  



 

• The Macaw 

is renowned for 

being one of the 

birds usually found perched on a Pirate’s 

shoulder. 

• It is a colourful tropical parrot native to 

Central and Southern America.  

• There are 17 different species found in 

the rainforests of South America. Many of these species are today considered as endangered.  

• The Macaw is an omnivorous animal (meaning that eats everything). It feeds on nuts and fruit in 

the trees as well as insects, eggs and small mammals and reptiles.  

• It is known to sleep during the night and in the morning the it will often fly long distances in or-

der to find food.  

• The macaw is one of the largest species of parrot in the world, with the average adult Macaw 

growing to more than a meter in height.  

• It is well known for it's array of brightly coloured feathers including blue, red, yellow and green. 

• The declining Macaw population is also due to the fact that the its natural rainforest habitat is 

being destroyed due to deforestation, which is happening all over Central and South America at 

an alarming rate.  

• The Macaw has a large and powerful beak. It can break the shells of nuts and seeds more easily.  

• Like other species of parrot, Macaws have four toes on each foot, with two toes facing forward 

and two toes facing backward. This foot adaptation helps the animal to grip onto prey and tree 

branches more easily and also to perch in the trees without slipping off. 

• Macaws are known to be intelligent and 

 very sociable birds.  

• Can often be seen together in large 

 flocks of up to 30 individuals.  

• Macaws communicate between one an

 other using loud vocal calls such as 

 squawking and screaming. Some species 

 of macaw are even known to be able to 

 mimic (copy) human sounds.  

 



What you’ll need:  

 

• A small sturdy box  

• Brown paint  

• Brown Markers 

• 2 Paint brushes 

• Craft knife 

• Scissors  

• Picture of Macaw  

• Liquid glue 

• Ruler  

• Pencil 

• Decorations: Glitter glue, foamy stickers, etc. 

 

How to do it:  

 

• Paint over the box with brown paint 

• Leave to dry thoroughly  

• Once paint is dry take a 20 cent coin and 

draw a few circles one next to the other.  

• Using a Craft knife cut out the circle shapes 

• Take a picture of a Macaw (printed picture 

or one that the Beaver has coloured in) and 

glue it to one side of the box.  

• Place a few glass 

pebbles at the bottom of 

the box to ensure it stays 

upright.  

• Decorate as desired.  



Yet another feathery friend associated with Pirates ! 

 

• The parrot is best known for it's extremely brightly coloured 

feathers, and the ability of some parrot species to talk. 

 

• There are thought to be over 350 species of parrot worldwide. 

 

• The parrot tends to inhabit densely forested areas and like its cousin the Macaw it 

hunts insects and small mammals, as well as eating nuts, seeds and fruits.  

 

• It can grow between 8cm and 1 metre, depending on the parrot species. The pygmy 

parrot is the smallest species of parrot in the world, growing to around the same size 

as an adult human's finger. It is found in the jungles of Papua New Guinea.  

 

• The Hyacinth Macaw is the largest species of parrot in the world, growing to more 

than a meter in height, whilst the endangered Kakapo of New Zealand is often classi-

fied as the heaviest reaching more than 3kg in weight.  

 

• This bird is believed to be one of the most intelligent of all bird species, mainly in the 

sense that parrots are able to mimic the noises made around them. Some parrots are 

able to mimic modern sounds and human voices to almost perfection. One African 

grey parrot was found to have a vocabulary of more than 800 words! 

 

• The average lifespan of the parrot is around 60 years. 

 

• Parrots are identifiable by a number of their features, the brightly coloured feathers 

of the parrot being the most obvious one. Parrots are known to have sharp, curved 

beaks which help them crack nuts open more easily and access fruits on trees. They 

also have strong legs and feet that help it to perch on tree branches easily, climb tree 

trunks and clamber through the dense jungle foliage.  

 

• Parrot populations are rapidly declining mainly due to deforestation and therefore 

destruction of 

the parrot ' s 

natural habitat.  

 

• Due to 

their large size 

(of the majority 

o f  p a r r o t      

species) and   

i n t e l l i g e n c e ,  

parrots have 

few natural 

predators in the 

wild.  



• Colour the parts of the parrotColour the parts of the parrotColour the parts of the parrotColour the parts of the parrot    

• Cut out the partsCut out the partsCut out the partsCut out the parts    

• Colour in a toilet paper rollColour in a toilet paper rollColour in a toilet paper rollColour in a toilet paper roll    

• Attach the parrot parts to the Attach the parrot parts to the Attach the parrot parts to the Attach the parrot parts to the 

toilet paper rolltoilet paper rolltoilet paper rolltoilet paper roll    

• Decorate with glitter glue, Decorate with glitter glue, Decorate with glitter glue, Decorate with glitter glue, 

feathers, etcfeathers, etcfeathers, etcfeathers, etc    

    

A cool and easy craft to do.  







When I was one I'd just begun, the day I went to sea :When I was one I'd just begun, the day I went to sea :When I was one I'd just begun, the day I went to sea :When I was one I'd just begun, the day I went to sea :    

I jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate ship        

And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,    

"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,    

Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.    

A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,    

And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"    

Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,    

Da, da, da,Da, da, da,Da, da, da,Da, da, da,    

When I was two I lost my shoe the day I went to sea,When I was two I lost my shoe the day I went to sea,When I was two I lost my shoe the day I went to sea,When I was two I lost my shoe the day I went to sea,        

I jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate ship        

And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,    

"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,    

Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.    

A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,    

And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"    

Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,    

Da, da, da,Da, da, da,Da, da, da,Da, da, da,    

When I was three I skinned my knee.....When I was three I skinned my knee.....When I was three I skinned my knee.....When I was three I skinned my knee.....    

    

When I was four I locked the door.....When I was four I locked the door.....When I was four I locked the door.....When I was four I locked the door.....    

    

When I was five I was just alive..........When I was five I was just alive..........When I was five I was just alive..........When I was five I was just alive..........    

    

When I was six I brought some sticks...When I was six I brought some sticks...When I was six I brought some sticks...When I was six I brought some sticks...    

    

When I was seven I came from Devon....When I was seven I came from Devon....When I was seven I came from Devon....When I was seven I came from Devon....    

    

When I was eight I was almost late.....When I was eight I was almost late.....When I was eight I was almost late.....When I was eight I was almost late.....    

    

When I was nine I walked the line .......When I was nine I walked the line .......When I was nine I walked the line .......When I was nine I walked the line .......    

    

    

When I was ten I started again, the day I went to sea,When I was ten I started again, the day I went to sea,When I was ten I started again, the day I went to sea,When I was ten I started again, the day I went to sea,    

I jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate shipI jumped aboard a pirate ship        

And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,And the Captain said to me,    

"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,"We're going this way, that way, forwards, backwards,    

Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.Over the Irish Sea.    

A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,A bottle of rum to warm me tum,    

And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"And that's the life for me,"    

Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,Da, da, da,da,    

Da, da, da.........Da, da, da.........Da, da, da.........Da, da, da.........    



I am sailing, I am sailing, 

Home again cross the sea. 

I am sailing, stormy waters, 

To be near you, to be free.   I am flying, I am flying, 

        Like a bird cross the sky. 

        I am flying, passing high clouds, 

        To be with you, to be free. 

 

Can you hear me, can you hear me 

Thro the dark night, far away, 

I am dying, forever trying, 

To be with you, who can say.   Can you hear me, can you hear me, 

         Thro the dark night far away. 

         I am dying, forever trying, 

         To be with you, who can say. 

We are sailing, we are sailing, 

Home again cross the sea. 

We are sailing stormy waters, 

To be near you, to be free.    Oh lord, to be near you, to be free. 

         Oh lord, to be near you, to be free, 

         Oh lord  

Row row row your boat 

Gently down the stream 

Merrily Merrily Merrily 

Life is but a dream  



Anchors a-weigh, my boys, 

Anchors a-weigh, 

Farewell to idle joys, 

We sail at break of day, day , day, day 

 

Through out last night ashore,  

Drink to the foam,  

Until we meet once more,  

Here’s wishing you a happy voyage home! 

 Baby Shark dut do dut dut dut-do   

 

Mama shark dut do dut dut dut-do     

 

Daddy shark dut do dut dut dut-do    

 

Grandpa shark  dut do dut dut dut-do    

 

Go To Swim dut do dut dut dut-do 

 

Hungry shark  dut do dut dut dut-do    

 

Swimmer guy  dut do dut dut dut-do    

 

Shark is coming dut do dut dut dut-do 

   

Shark attack dut do dut dut dut-do 

 

Lost a leg  dut do dut dut dut-do 

 

C P R dut do dut dut dut-do 

 

It’s too late dut do dut dut dut-do 

 

Gone to Heaven dut do dut dut dut-do 



 My Bonnie lies over the ocean,  

My Bonnie lies over the sea  

My Bonnie lies over the ocean,  

Oh bring back my Bonnie to me. 

Bring back, bring back,  

Oh bring back my Bonnie to me, to me.   

Bring back, bring back,  

Oh bring back my Bonnie to me. 

My breakfast lies over the ocean,  

My dinner lies over the sea,  

My stomach is in a commotion,  

Don’t mention my supper to me 

 

Chorus 

 

 Bring back, bring back,  
O bring back my bucket to me, to 

me.  

Bring back, bring back,  

O bring back my bucket to me.  

 

I really felt rotten this morning,  

They tell me I really looked pale,  

My stomach gave adequate warning,  

To lean far out over the rail. 

 

Chorus 

 

The sound of a stomach in motion,  

A murmuring noise inside me,  

I looked down and there on the wa-

ter,  

Was breakfast and dinner and tea. 

 

Chorus  



Hi Ho Captain Jack  

Meet me down by the railroad tracks  

With your hiking boots in your hands  

I'm gonna be your hikin' man  

 

Chorus 

 

Go Left, go right (x3) 

Go swing around steps, go left, go right, go left  

 

Hi Ho Captain Jack  

Meet me down by the railroad tracks  

With your swimming suit in your hands  

I'm gonna be your swimmin' man  

 

Chorus 

 

Hi Ho Captain Jack  

Meet me down by the railroad tracks  

With your basketball in your hands  

Im gonna be your slam-dunkin' man  

 

Chorus 

 

Hi Ho Captain Jack  

Meet me down by the railroad tracks  

With your fishing pole in your hands  

I'm gonna be your fishin'man  

 

Chorus 

Hi Ho Captain Jack  

Meet me down by the railroad tracks  

With your pizza in your hands  

I'm gonna be your delivery man  



Just off the shores of Never Land 

A hideaway at sea 

 

Yo Ho! Yo Ho! 

Let's Go! Let's Go! 

A pirate band outwits the plans 

Of Captain Hook and Smee 

Yo Ho! Yo Ho! 

Let's Go! Let's Go! 

 

The merry crew of Never Land Pirates 

Through & Through - they're jolly bucca-

neers 

Join with Jake and the Neverland Pirates 

Come Along - We need some volunteers. 

 

Jake - Ahoy! 

Izzy - Ahoy! 

Cubby - Ahoy! 

Skully - Ahoy! 

 

Yo-oooooO! Yo Ho! 

 

Jake and the Never Land Pi-

rates 

Climb aboard, Me Hearties, and 

be a pirate true. 

Let's go! With Jake and the     

Neverland Pirates 

We'll set the course together - 

Come on and join the crew 

 

Yo Ho! Let's Go! 










